Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board
Arlington County, Virginia

HALRB August 18, 2021
CoA 21-16: 4201 Fairfax Drive: A request to remove and store the family headstones.

Arlington County Historic Preservation Program

HALRB Meeting

Historic Building Restoration Contractor
July 8, 2021

Attn: Ben Apfelbaum

Re: CUMC Cemetery
Sequence and methodology for the removal and storage of grave markers












Photo document the conditions and locations of the six known gravestones and markers. The report will
consist of GPS coordinates and measurements. We will also perform shallow probes (2 ft max) on a 6”
grid in headstone area to locate bases/foundations/feet of existing stone fragments. Also, probe areas
of anomalies 4, 6, and 7 in case fragments are near the surface.
Fabricate plywood crates to contain and store the stones. The size of each crate will be determined by
the quantity and size of pieces to be stored. Each crate will contain the entirety of each grave marking
(head and foot). The stones will be braced using a combination of wood and ethafoam to ensure there
is no movement during transport.
WEI personal will hand dig around each marker, including anything salvaged during our probes. For
head stones, possible buried 24” deep, we will continue hand digging until the stone can be lifted. We
will use two personal to lift the stone upward, and, if necessary, third personal will assist with the lower
portion once exposed. The stone will be gently placed in a pre-made crate and braced. Once the entire
grave markers are located and placed inside the crate, we will secure the crate and label the contents.
Each crate will be marked with the job name and marker number (1-6).
Once all crates are secured, we will load them on our truck for transport to Baltimore. WEI can obtain
additional insurance if required.
The crates will be placed outside, in a remote location.
After the markers are removed, we will place a protective layer of rigid insulation over the grave area
(Approx. 550 sf). Plywood will be paid on top of the insulation and secured together with Simpson
Panel Sheathing Clips. We will use 3/8” screw to secure the panels and clips.
After the plywood and insulation is installed, WEI will erect orange snow fence around the perimeter to
keep pedestrians from entering. Keep out signage will be posted around the perimeter.

2100 Gable Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21230
(410) 644-6580 Fax (410) 644-5895
www.weirestoration.com
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PSCL/PSCA Panel Sheathing Clips
Clips and Ties
This product's information may differ depending on



the category of use. You are currently viewing details
related to Clips and Ties. You can also view product
information related to the category: Misc.
Connectors for Cold-Formed Steel Construction

Product Details
Simpson Strong-Tie panel sheathing clips are used to brace
unsupported sheathing edges and provide a 1/8" gap to address
shrinkage and expansion of roof sheathing.

Material
20 ga. (33 mil)

On This Page

Finish
Galvanized

Installation
Use the same size sheathing clip as the panel thickness
Maximum spans may be reduced for low slopes or high
uniform loads; refer to sheathing manufacturer's
installation instructions

Related Links
Wood Construction Connectors Technical and
Installation Notes
Cold-Formed Steel Connectors Technical and
Installation Notes
2015 and 2018 International Building Code® Resources
Portal

Catalog Pages
 C-C-2019 (Wood Construction Connectors), page
311

Super-Cushioning Polyethylene Foam Sheets and Strips
Also known as Ethafoam, these polyethylene foam sheets and strips are widely used in packaging applications to
absorb shock and damp vibration. Polyethylene foam offers better resistance to chemicals than polyurethane foam and
is also superior when insulating packaged objects from external temperatures. Foam has closedcell construction, which restricts water, air, and gases from being absorbed.
Foam with ultra-smooth texture has a sleek surface that's easy to wipe down.
For technical drawings and 3-D models, click on a part number.
Sheets with Coarse Texture











Color: Blue, Gray, or White
Temperature Range: -20° to 160° F
Cell Type: Closed
For Use Outdoors: Yes
Flexibility: Semi-Rigid
Density: Extra Soft: 1.8 lbs./cu. ft.; Soft: 2.2 lbs./cu. ft.
Pressure to Compress 25%: Extra Soft: 7 psi; Soft: 9 psi
Tensile Strength Rating: Fair
Oil-Resistance Rating: Not Rated

